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by Paul Howard, President WACUG, president@wacug.org.

ctober’s meeting was a great success, with presentations on sources
of Internet TV by Geof Goodrum, and a fantastic digital photography intro by OLLI’s Dan Feighery. Dan’s presentation is available
in Adobe Acrobat format on the “recent meetings” page of the web site.
Our November meeting will be held jointly with OPCUG on Saturday,
11/21, from 12:30 – 3:30 at OLLI, 4210 Roberts Rd., Fairfax, Virginia.
Meeting topics are noted below.
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Internet Shopping Tools and Skills, by Geof Goodrum. With “Black Friday” and the holiday shopping season upon us, now is a great time to sharpen
your online shopping skills. From clothing to tech gifts and charitable giving, whether you prefer to purchase online or in the stores, start by comparing prices, finding professional and owner reviews and ratings, and locating
the nearest and best rated stores for gifts.You can also create online wish lists
to help others find just the right item for you, instead of just another gift card
that gets lost in the wrapping.
eBay: Your Alternative Thrift Store, by Bill Walsh. This online giant has
evolved over the last several years from an auction-only enabler to a center
for many types of auction and non-auction transactions.

This presentation deals strictly with the buying side of the equation. Some
basic information about creating an account, searching for items, and bidding will be discussed, as well as the all-important tips on what you need to
look for to make the transaction a success.
Many articles are not old, used items. The selling community includes many
businesses that use eBay to sell factory-new products. You can search by
keyword match or category, and can even create and save searches that eBay
checks daily, sending you e-mails when a matching item goes up for sale.
The presentation provides a solid basis for at least a tentative look at this
online resource, which can provide its share of inexpensive goodies.
Be safer on the ‘Net with a User Account Instead of an Admin Account

“Learn 30” Session by Neal Grotenstein. Most people just use an Admin
Continues bottom of page 5

Lloyd’s Web Sites for November, 2009

by Lloyd Johnson, WACUG Member

http://www.wacug.org/ is the URL for the Washington Area Computer
User Group. Visit it for past issues of Web Sites with hyperlinks
November Sites:

1. Word Problems in Math – www.webmath.com

2. Sites for Women travelers – www.wanderlustandlipstick.com. A fair
number of tips but hefty dose of sales links – www.poshnosh.com
Senior Women’s Travel – www.sololady.com; Articles for solo traveling women; Tour Operators – www.adventurouswench.com. Also –
www.canyoncalling.com.
3. Home Envy caters to the DIYer – www.homeenvy.com.

4. Buying at the Right Time – www.kiplinger.com/links/besttimetobuy.

5. Top 10 Doctored Photos –
www.time.com/time/photogallery/0,29307,1924226_1949526,00.html. Photographers have been manipulating imagery since the medium was invented. Time magazine
presents this online photo essay of what it calls the ‘Top 10 Doctored
Photos.’

NCTCUG

Visit our “sister” user group.
The National Capital Technology and Computer User’s
Group meets the first and
fourth Wednesday of the
month. They meet in Carlin
Hall in Arlington at 5711
South 4th Street. Visit their
web site for more information, a map and directions:

h t t p : / / w w w. n c t c u g . o r g /
Meetings start at 7:00 PM

6. U.S. Census: Recession had sweeping effect on US life – http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20090922/ap_on_re_us/us_census_recession_s_impact

7. Microsoft Help and Support – http://support.microsoft.com. For
Microsoft products, download the latest updates and find top issues,
error messages, and troubleshooting tips for Windows XP, Windows
Vista, the 2007 Microsoft Office
8. Consumer Price Index – http://www.bls.gov/cpi. The Consumer Price
Indexes (CPI) program produces monthly data on changes in the prices paid by urban consumers for a representative basket of goods and
services.
9. How to Change Browser Text Size or Colors – www.w3.org/WAI/
changedesign.html

Washington Area User
Group Partners
Working Together For
Our Members

10. How to Clean Anything – www.howtocleananything.com. There are
more than 1300 free cleaning tips on this site, and growing every day



NCTCUG
WACUG
OPCUG
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GNU/Linux Sig
Droid Debuts

By Geof Goodrum, WACUG

Droid Smartphone

Motorola and Verizon Wireless introduced the Droid™ smartphone on November 6th. The Droid is the first phone featuring the Linux-based Google™
Android™ 2.0 operating system (http://developer.android.com/sdk/android2.0-highlights.html). Droid marketing emphasizes superiority over the Apple
iPhone (“iDon’t”). Like other Android-based phones, the Droid multitasks.
It also features a slide out keyboard, a built-in 5 megapixel camera with flash,
and a 3.7” multitouch screen. Not surprisingly, Google applications like
Google Talk, Gmail™, and Google Maps with Street View are included.
There is also a beta version of Google Turn by Turn GPS navigation with
voice recognition. The retail price is $199.99 with a two year Verizon service agreement. More information is available on Verizon’s Droid web site
at http://DroidDoes.com/. Gizmondo has one of the many mostly-positive
reviews at http://gizmodo.com/5396168/motorola-droid-review.
Barnes and Noble nook Challenges Amazon’s Kindle

nook

Barnes and Noble booksellers is set to one-up Amazon.com’s Kindle/Kindle2 with the release of their new nook™ e-book reader, based upon Google’s
Android OS (for the record, Kindle is also Linux-based, and has been hacked
to run Ubuntu). Available for pre-order at $259, the nook will be available in
November. The nook measures 7.7 inches high, 4.9 inches wide, 0.5 inches
deep, and weighs 11.2 ounces. The nook features a 6 inch 16 gray scale E Ink¨
display with adjustable text size, and a 3.5 inch color touchscreen LCD at the
bottom for control, navigation, and browsing. Unlike the Kindle, the nook
storage is expandable with microSD cards (2 GB is built-in, enough for 1,500
books). The nook also reads the open EPUB ebook format, eReader format,
as well as PDFs, MP3s, and personal screensavers in JPG, GIF, PNG, and
BMP format. Nook connectivity is with USB, AT&T 3G wireless, and WiFi.
The nook does lack ability to read Word documents and text-to-speech. For
more information, Kindle comparison, review links, and to order, see the
nook web site at http://www.barnesandnoble.com/nook/.
Netflix Comes to PS3

In late October, the Netflix video rental service announced that it was adding the Sony Playstation3 (PS3) media console to the list of devices that
support Internet delivery of streaming video (http://www.netflix.com/NetflixReadyDevices). Netflix offers an ever-increasing library of movies and TV
shows for online viewing. Since I am a Netflix subscriber and PS3 owner, I
immediately logged onto the Netflix site (http://www.netflix.com/NRDInfo/
PS3) and signed up by providing my e-mail address.

I received a PS3 BluRay Disc from Netflix on November 6th. I loaded the disc
into my PS3 and selected the Netflix icon on the movie menu. A PS3 screen
provided a web address (netflix.com/PS3) and a five character activation code
to enter there using a separate computer. Unfortunately, the web address redirected to the sign up page above with no place to enter the activation code.
I logged into my Netflix account, visited the “Your Account & Help” link,
See Linux page 4
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and found a link (“Watching instantly via PS3”) near
the bottom of the web page for the PS3 activation
web page. Only a few seconds after entering the code,
the PS3 screen showed large icons for available movies to watch, and side scrolling tabs along the top of
the screen for my Netflix queue, movie and TV new
arrivals, and genres. I could use the PS3 wireless controller joystick and directional buttons to scroll sideways through tabs, down then right or left to scroll
sideways through videos, or down again for details
about the highlighted video.

The Netflix PS3 software did not seem to have a tutorial or online documentation, but I was able to figure out the interface by trial and error. I also could
not find a search function, so finding a movie or TV
show requires a lot of browsing through tabs and
icons. The workaround is to login to the Netflix account with a PC to search and add online content to
the queue, where it can be found easily under the PS3
queue tab.
While browsing, I stumbled upon the 2001 documentary “Revolution OS” (http://www.imdb.com/
title/tt0308808/) about the Free /Open Source Software (FOSS) movement and Linux. The video started
within 15 seconds after I selected the movie, and was
very high quality with no glitches during the entire
85 minutes of playback. I was able to pause, rewind,
and advance the video using the PS3 wireless controller. The Netflix interface provided a timebar indicating total video length, time remaining, and screen
image thumbnails.
All in all, I’m happy to have the PS3 option for Netflix and it works quite well. However, I expect to see
enhancements to the interface.
Regarding the movie “Revolution OS”, I recommend
it to anyone wanting to learn more about the history
and milestone events of Linux and FOSS (at least up
to 2001). It features interviews with leaders such as
Richard Stallman, Linus Torvalds, Bruce Perens, Eric
Raymond, Larry Augustin, and many others. There
is also a segment on Linux User Groups. However, a
few hacker references slipped through that might go
over the heads of the general public.
GNU/Linux Distribution Releases
GNU/Linux distributions are complete GNU/Linux
operating system and application software collections.
Many are freely downloadable or can be ordered on

CDs or DVD at low cost. DistroWatch.com lists the
following distribution release announcements for the
period September 30 – November 4, 2009.
Distribution
ALT Linux 5.0 “Ark” and “School”
Astaro Security Gateway 7.5
CAINE 1.0
Caos Linux 1.0.25
CentOS 5.4
Clonezilla Live 1.2.2-31
Dragora GNU/Linux 1.1
Edubuntu 9.10
Endian Firewall 2.3
Gentoo Linux 10.0
GoblinX 3.0 “G:Standard”
grml 2009.10
Kubuntu 9.10
LinuxConsole 1.0.2009
LliureX 9.09
Mandriva Linux 2010
Moblin 2.1
Monomaxos 4.0
Mythbuntu 9.10
Parsix GNU/Linux 3.0
Plamo Linux 4.7
Puppy Linux 4.3.1
Sabayon Linux 5.0
SystemRescueCd 1.3.1
Tiny Core Linux 2.4.1
Toorox 10.2009
Ubuntu 9.10
Ubuntu Rescue Remix 9.10
Ubuntu Studio 9.10
Untangle Gateway 7.0
Xubuntu 9.10
Linux Software of the Month

The software described below is downloadable at the
links provied or may be requested on CD, or copied
onto a USB flash drive at the WAC meeting. In addition, WAC can provide CD-R and DVD±R media
for any downloadable GNU/Linux operating system
distribution (e.g. Fedora, Mandriva, Ubuntu, Debian, Knoppix). Please note that download versions of
See Linux next page
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commercial distributions do not include official technical support nor printed documentation.
Discs are available only by pre-order. Contact Geof
Goodrum by e-mail (linux@wacug.org) at least 48
hours before meeting day to order or for more information. Single CD-R discs are available with a
$3 donation; GNU/Linux distributions on multiple
CD-Rs or single DVD±R are available with a $6 donation.

November 2009
Call of Combat – v1.071. http://www.callofcombat.
com/. Free Java executable by Florian Kading and
Chris Schetter, published by Element Studios. Call
of Combat is a free 3d online, multiplayer, real-time
wargame where you control an infantry squad in
WWII. Play as Axis or Allies on over fifty user submitted battlefields controlling your squad of four soldiers and working with up to thirty other players to
defend, attack or annihilate the enemy. If you survive,
you’ll gain promotion points that will eventually gain
you higher rank, respect, and the responsibility to
command other players. Join a Clan (Army Groups)
and battle alongside your friends for first place honors. Full stat tracking of individual and team wins and
losses, kills and deaths, etc creates a persistent record
of each player and clan within the game and more
importantly tracks your legacy from green recruit to
super soldier. This game requires Java Runtime (JRE)
v1.5.1_11 or later, a 1 GHz CPU, Nvidia GeForce 2
or ATI Radeon or later accelerated 3D video card,
and an Internet connection. See screen shot next page
Clam AntiVirus – v0.95.3. http://www.clamav.net/.
Free GNU General Public License source code by
Tomasz Kojm and the Clam AV Team. Clam AntiVirus is an anti-virus toolkit designed especially for
e-mail scanning on mail gateways. It provides a number of utilities, including a flexible and scalable multithreaded daemon, a command line scanner, support
for on-access scanning, and a tool for automatic database updates. The core of the package is an anti-virus
engine available as a shared library.
Mumble – v1.1.8. http://mumble.sourceforge.net/.
Free GNU General Public License source code by
Thorvald Natvig. Mumble is a voice chat network
application for groups. While it can be used for any
kind of activity, it is primarily intended for gaming.
Mumble has very low latency combined with good

sound quality. Mumble uses the Speex Open Source/
Free Software patent-free audio compression format
designed for speech, not just for the voice compression technology, but also for the voice preprocessing
to remove noise and improve clarity. Mumble also
has positional audio for supported games, meaning
the other players’ voice will come from the direction
their character is in the game. .
Kernel Source – http://www.kernel.org/. 2.6 kernel
source code for all platforms (stable 2.6.31).
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account for their computer. Convenient but risky.
An Admin account permits all Windows capabilities
to be used. This includes s/w installs, be they legit,
Spam or worse. Since a User account won’t allow
much s/w installation, a User account is a reasonable
way to prevent undesirable software from being installed. There are very few drawbacks to using a User
account. One example is that an Admin account is
needed to change the system clock setting, which is
rarely performed. This discussion will cover what this
approach offers and does not offer.

Elections: WACUG elections will be held at the
annual meeting on January 16. Members elect the
group’s four officers – president, vice president, treasurer, and secretary. The elected officers form the
board of directors, appointing up to ten additional
board members. You are encouraged to run for office,
or volunteer to join the board – please express your
interest to any board member, shown on the Cursor
masthead on page 11.
A Personal Note: After six great terms as your president, I’ll be stepping down to serve the group in another capacity. Many thanks to the officers and board
members who’ve served with me. My very special
thanks to all the members who’ve presented meeting
programs, and to all of you who have supported our
efforts to make “users helping users” a reality during
the last six years. WACUG is a wonderful group of
people I’m very proud to be a small part of!
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Create PDF Files for Free
With These Utilities
WEBSITES:

By Ira Wilsker, APCUG

http://www.cutepdf.com
http://www.dopdf.com
http://www.primopdf.com

W

e all have been exposed to the wildly
popular document format called “PDF”,
or Portable Document Format. PDF files
can be read by virtually any operating system using
any of many free PDF readers and will always display
precisely as the author intended, including any embedded graphics and fonts. The primary PDF writers and readers have been published by Adobe under
the moniker “Acrobat”, and almost all new computers
have included Adobe’s free “Acrobat Reader”. While

PDF readers are abundant and typically available for
free, the primary PDF writer has been the Adobe
product, which is fairly expensive and available in
several versions.

In recent years, PDF has become more available as
a format with which documents can be saved, with
PDF now integrated as a “save as” selection in both
recent builds of Open Office, and “SaveAsPDF.exe”
which can be downloaded for free from Microsoft as
an add-on for Office 2007. What may be more convenient for most users is one of the several free PDF
writers, such as CutePDF, doPDF, and PrimoPDF.

I have used CutePDF on all of my computers for
several years, and personally find it indispensable.
Available for free download from CutePDF.com,
CutePDF also requires the installation of a PS2PDF
converter such as the free GPL GhostScript, which
See PDF Files next page
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can also be downloaded from the CutePDF website.
Once installed, CutePDF requires no tinkering or
tweaking, as it appears as a printer selection when the
“print” icon is selected. By simply selecting CutePDF
as the printer, the document is quickly “printed” as
a PDF document conserving all formatting, fonts,
and images. The “Save As” window appears, and the
document can be named and saved as desired, with
the PDF file extension. That file can now be read
by any computer with a PDF reader, and will always
appear exactly as the original document. Saving a
document as a PDF instead of another format makes
the document difficult for others to edit or otherwise
alter, which may be a valuable benefit. I use CutePDF primarily for saving news stories and web pages,
preserving their original appearance for later viewing
or distribution. CutePDF works well as a “printer”
with almost any software that can print, including
browsers, spreadsheets, word processors, and desktop
publishing software. One acquaintance of mine who
uses sophisticated software to write and edit music
uses CutePDF to save his work in PDF format such
that he can digitally distribute it to others who do
not have compatible music writing software; the recipient can then print a hard copy of the PDF file on
his own printer. I use CutePDF so frequently that
I actually have it selected as my default printer, as
I save documents as a PDF much more frequently
than I print to paper. CutePDF works on Microsoft
Windows 98, ME, 2000, XP, 2003, Vista (32 and
64), and Windows 7 (32 and 64). For those needing enhanced PDF writing capabilities, a commercial
version, CutePDFPro, is available.
Another very good free PDF writer is doPDF, available for download from www.dopdf.com. According to the doPDF website, “doPDF is a free PDF
converter for both personal and commercial use.
Using doPDF you can create PDF files by selecting
the “Print” command from virtually any application.
With one click you can convert your Microsoft Excel,
Word or PowerPoint documents or your emails and
favorite web sites to PDF files.” The latest version of
the doPDF, version 6.3, runs on Windows XP; Vista
(32 and 64); Windows 7 (32 and 64); and Microsoft
Server 2000 to 2008. “doPDF 6.3 installs itself as a
virtual PDF printer driver so after a successful installation it will appear in your Printers and Faxes list. To
convert to PDF, you just have to print the document

to doPDF, the free PDF converter. Open a document
(with Microsoft Word, WordPad, NotePad or any
other software), choose Print and select doPDF. It
will ask you where to save the PDF file and when
finished, the PDF file will be automatically opened in
your default PDF viewer.” Unlike some other PDF
writers, doPDF does not require GhostScript, which
makes the total setup and install much smaller than
its competitors. Since a third party converter is unnecessary and doPDF is written in tight code, it requires fewer system resources when converting documents to PDF. Another feature of doPDF is the
selectable resolution of the saved PDF file from 72 to
2400 dpi, which influences the size of the saved file,
the lower the resolution, the smaller the file. While
any PDF writer can save documents or web pages
written in any language, the doPDF software user
interface supports 20 different languages. Kim Komando has acknowledged doPDF, and other websites
have awarded doPDF their “Editor’s Choice” awards.
The download site Softpedia has given doPDF its
highest 5/5 rating. doPDF would be a good choice
for anyone who needs a PDF writer for personal or
commercial use.
What may be the world’s most widely used free PDF
creator is PrimoPDF, available from www.primopdf.
com. The newly released version 5 of PrimoPDF is
compatible with all versions of Windows from 98 to
Windows 7, and works just like other PDF writers,
in that it installs as a printer driver. PrimoPDF has
some unusual features for a free PDF writer in that it
can combine different documents into a single PDF
document, and also password protect PDF files. Document information, including title and author, can be
imbedded in the document during the creation process. The new version 5 has added a “drag and drop”
feature where documents can be easily converted to
PDF format by dragging the file over the PrimoPDF
icon, and dropping it, which initiates the PDF conversion process. Users who need enhanced features,
such as editing PDF files, may find the commercial
version, Nitro PDF Professional, a full featured but
economical competitor to Adobe’s products.
With free utilities as good as any of these three, there
is no reason why anyone can not create excellent quality PDF files from any document or website that can
be printed.
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Send membership inquiries and address changes to: membership@wacug.org
Send article submission and reprint requests to the Editor: cursor@wacug.org
WAC Membership/Renewal Application

Dues are collected on an Annual basis and includes:
downloadable links for WACUG Selected Software
(formeraly DOM), and WAC’s monthly newsletter,
The Cursor, in PDF format
Individual/Corporate/Family Dues: $25.00
$5 annual surcharge for delivery of the Cursor by
1st Class mail

Remit payment in person at the WAC Membership
table on meeting day, or by mail to:
Washington Area Computer User Group
30 Fendall Ave.
Alexandria, VA 22304-6300
Make checks payable to WAC. Please do not send
cash by mail. Thank you for joining WAC!
Complete if you name and address do not appear
on the reverse side. Include E-mail Address
Name:
Street:
City:
State:			
Zip:
Phone: (
)
–

E-mail:

Membership Survey: Help us to help you by completing this survey.
List the computer systems you own / use (in order of preference)
Operating System(s):
Modem(s):
Printer(s):
Other Hardware:
Favorite Software:
Connection: (circle one)

Dial-up

or

Circle Your Interests:

Photo Printing
Digital Photography
Internet Access
Graphics/Animation
Genealogy
Programming Language(s)
Hardware Upgrades/Repair
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Broadband
Investing
Education
Video

Games
Music
Finance

List others below

Next WAC Meetings: • Nov 21

• Dec 20

• Jan 18

• Feb 15

• Mar 19

Call (703) 370-7649 for the latest meeting information or Visit our Web Site at:
http://www.wacug.org

November Meeting will be
held at the Osher Lifelong
Learning Institute Fairfax,
VA. Detailed directions
were provided in the January Cursor on page 5. Call
our help line or visit our web
site if you need additional
information.
FREE ADMISSION
BRING A FRIEND!
Service Desks Open at
12:30 Meeting Starts at
1:00 PM
FREE ADMISSION
BRING A FRIEND!

Washington Area Computer User Group
30 Fendall Avenue
Alexandria, VA 22304-6300
ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED
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Product Review
Adventures in GPS Navigation

Written by Douglas Agee, past president of the
Southwest International Personal Computer Club, El
Paso, TX
www.swipcc.org
dougagee (at) sbcglobal.net

T

his past June, I received a GPS navigation unit
(Garmin Nuvi 765 T) as a father’s day gift.
As soon as I opened the package, however,
I was informed that I had only a few days to checkout the unit before the store’s return period expired,
so I quickly reviewed the Quick Start Guide and put
the unit through a few simple navigational exercises,
which it passed with flying colors.
The unit seemed intuitive and user-friendly enough
because it was easy to enter a destination address and
navigate to the destination. Another plus was the
unit’s feminine persona—let’s call her Gretchen—who
consistently upstaged my backseat drivers by telling me
in a pleasant voice precisely when and where to turn to
get to my destination. Soon, however, I began noticing some unfamiliar icons on the display, icons that
were not fully addressed in the Quick Start Guide. So
I downloaded the owner’s manual from the Garmin
website—all 74 pages—and things really got interesting. I discovered that the Nuvi was not only a GPS
navigational system, but also
•
•

•

•

a traffic information system that provided real
time traffic updates via its FM receiver

a bluetooth device that enabled me to wirelessly connect with my cell phone for “hands free”
calling
an MP3 media player that enabled me to listen to
music via the unit’s internal speaker, Bluetooth
headset or the vehicle’s stereo speakers

an accessory computer that allowed me to compute my vehicle’s fuel economy, make monetary
conversions, check the time in different cities
around the world, consult bilingual dictionaries,
create custom routes, view slide shows, and accomplish a host of other things.

In other words, this new GPS system was an amazingly versatile onboard computer, one with a fair learning curve. In order to acquaint myself with its features

and capabilities, I decided to carefully study the owner’s
manual, rigorously checkout the unit for a month or so
and document my experiences in Throughput.

In this review, I’ll discuss the unit’s features and capabilities as well as my experiences on a recent vacation trip. I’ll also talk about some of my frustrations in
downloading the Garmin software necessary to obtain
software and map updates.
Introducing the Nuvi. The Garmin Nuvi 765T is one
of about 30 models in the Nuvi series with navigational
capabilities that enable you to find your way from point
A to point B virtually anywhere in the US. Before
you embark upon your destination, you have to mount
the unit on your windshield or dashboard and plug it
into your cigarette lighter. When the unit turns on, it
loads its software and map database and then admonishes you—for safety reasons—not to attempt to enter
route information or manipulate the unit while driving. The next screen to appear has several touch screen
icons that enable you to operate the unit and to assess its
operational status (battery status, GPS Satellite signal
strength, Bluetooth status and current time).

To select your destination, you simply touch the “Where
To?” icon on the screen. The next screen to appear will
give you several options to specify your destination. For
example, you can touch the “Spell Name” icon and then
type in a specific street address, city and state. Or you
can touch one the other icons and select from “food,”
“fuel,” “lodging,” “shopping,” “transit,” etc. The next
screen will display all of the optional selections available. Once you’ve selected your destination, you simply touch the “Go” icon. Immediately you’ll see an onscreen map showing you the streets at your location and
Gretchen, in her mellifluous voice, will tell you precisely
when and where to turn to get to your destination. It’s
just that simple.

En route, you’ll see onscreen indications of the estimated arrival time, your vehicle’s location and speed, and
the local speed limit. If you fail to follow Gretchen’s
directions or accidently miss a turn, Gretchen will inform you that your route is being recalculated, and will
promptly give you the new turn-by-turn instructions. If
there is a traffic alert along your route, the Nuvi 765
T, which comes with a lifetime traffic subscription,
will display a circular yellow or red icon, which you can
touch to obtain more information on the alert. (Note:
Only Nuvi units with the “T” designation come with a
See GPS Review next page
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lifetime traffic subscription). If the alert indicates an
extended delay, the Nuvi will calculate an alternate
route if one is available. And, of course, Gretchen
will let you know!
Vacationing with the Nuvi. As mentioned earlier, I
took the Nuvi along on a recent vacation to see how
it would perform. I specified my destination by entering the address of the San Diego motel that I’d
booked earlier in the month. The Nuvi immediately
established the route—from my residence, to Trans
Mountain Road, to I-10 West, to I-8 West, to San
Diego, to the motel—in a few seconds. Along most
of this route there wasn’t much for Gretchen to do
except to remind me to turn onto the Interstates and
to “keep left” when traveling through the cities of Las
Cruces, Tucson and Yuma.

To liven things up a bit I decided to play some songs on
the Nuvi’s MP3 player—songs I’d copied to a Micro
SD card, which I’d inserted into the Nuvi’s SD card
slot the night before leaving El Paso. With the Nuvi
you have the option of listening to the songs via the
Nuvi’s embedded speaker, via a Bluetooth headset or
via your vehicle’s stereo speakers. If you want to use
your vehicle’s stereo speakers, you can have the Nuvi
automatically select an FM channel for you and then
you can tune your FM radio to the selected channel.
You can also manually tune the FM transmitter using a four step procedure in the Owner’s Manual. It’s
best to set this up before you embark so you won’t be
manipulating the Nuvi en route!
While en route to San Diego, I made several phone
calls using the Nuvi, which I had paired with my cell
phone using the Bluetooth wireless capability. This
enabled me to carry on “hands free” conversations.
To make a call, I touched “Phone” on the Nuvi’s
screen, entered the number and then touched “Dial.”
To receive a phone call, I simply touched “Answer”
on the Nuvi’s incoming call screen and conversed via
the Nuvi’s internal microphone. The Nuvi’s internal
microphone and speaker are loud enough for everyone in the vehicle to carry on a conversation with the
other party, eliminating the hassle of having to pass
the cell phone from person to person. To end the call,
I simply touched “End” on the Nuvi screen. During
these conversations, my cell phone never left its case.
The trip from El Paso to San Diego was uneventful and not much of a challenge for the Nuvi or for

Gretchen. The desert between Tucson and Yuma was
bone dry and the outside temperature was a scorching 107 degrees. The saguaro cacti looked as if they
had been torched and appeared to be praying for rain.
The Nuvi, which was in direct sunlight for a portion
of the trip, was warm to the touch, so I fashioned
a makeshift paper canopy to fend off the sun’s rays.
This worked well for the duration of the trip.
Upon descending the mountains into the San Diego
area, Gretchen and the Nuvi came to life again. The
Nuvi continuously displayed the number of miles
to the next waypoint and Gretchen intervened constantly, telling me to “keep left” or “keep right” along
Interstate 8 West. Traffic on the Interstate was heavy
and the situation very stressful, with California drivers zipping along at breakneck speeds in lanes to the
right and left of me. But Gretchen was unperturbed,
calmly telling me when and where to exit the Interstate and guiding me to my destination through a
maze of streets in the Motel Circle area. The Nuvi’s
navigation was absolutely flawless!

Over the next three days, I visited Sea World, Old
Town, the Birch Aquarium in La Jolla, and some
relatives who were house sitting in Point Loma. The
Nuvi never made any mistakes, but I missed turns on
a couple of occasions and the Nuvi had to recalculate
the routes to get me back on track. The recalculations were accomplished in seconds and time lost was
minimal. The only thing that was a bit disconcerting was Gretchen’s pronunciation of La Jolla, which
she pronounced La “Jola” instead of La “Hoya.” One
other minor issue involved traffic information system
reports, which occasionally reported traffic delays on
routes where there were no discernable delays.
Updating the Nuvi. After returning to El Paso and
reviewing all of the documentation that came with
the Nuvi, I decided to register the unit on the Garmin
website. This was necessary to obtain periodic software and map updates. When you buy a Nuvi, you’re
entitled to one free map update if you register your
Nuvi within 60 days of first using the unit. The maps
on the Nuvi were at least a year old and a free update
was available, so I embarked on what turned out to be
a seven and one-half hour adventure.
After registering the Nuvi on the Garmin website, I
had to download a Garmin Communicator Browser
plug in before I could download the map update. I
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downloaded and installed the Garmin plug in without any problems but when I attempted to download
the map update file, I was unable to do so because of
insufficient memory on my hard drive. To increase
the available memory, I eliminated several programs
until I had about 3.4 GBs of memory available. I
was then able to download the map file, which was a
little over 2 GBs in size (compressed), but this took
a couple of hours. When I attempted to install the
map update, I was again informed I had insufficient
memory—that at least 3.6 more GBs would be required. This would have required me to re-partition
my computer’s hard drive, so I decided to install the
plug in on my wife’s computer, which had sufficient
hard drive space.
However, I was unable to download the plug in on
my wife’s computer and had to call Garmin technical support for assistance. I waited over 30 minutes
for the techie and talked to him another 20 minutes
before I was finally able to download the file. Unfortunately, I was unable to install the plug in and get it
working properly.

So I decided to move the map update file to my wife’s
computer and see if I could uncompress the file and
install the map on the Nuvi. The map update file
was an executable file that opened a Map Update Installer, which expanded the file and installed the map
update on the computer. Then the installer prompted
me to connect the Nuvi and transfer the map data
via the USB connection and install the maps on the
Nuvi. Although it took a couple more hours to accomplish this, I finally succeeded.
Other Nuvi Features. As noted earlier, the Nuvi has
a number of other features of interest to travelers.
•

•

If you get lost, you can find out where you are
by touching the “tools” icon, then the “where
am I?” icon. The unit will indicate your position in latitude, longitude and elevation and
will also show you the nearest address as well as
the nearest intersection. You can also quickly
find the nearest hospital, police station or gas
station by touching the appropriate icon.
If you need to convert from English to metric
units (or vice versa), you can touch the “conversions” icon and convert distances, speeds,
temperatures, areas, weights, volumes and currencies.

•

•

•

•

If you want to find out the current time in
another city in the world, you can touch the
“world clock” icon. The time is shown for three
default cities, but you can change the city by
touching the screen and typing in the name of
the new city.
If you need to translate from English to another language (or vice versa), you can touch
the “language guide” icon and then select the
languages (Spanish, French, German, Italian,
Portuguese). You can scroll through the Oxford English dictionary to the word you want
to have translated and you’ll be shown the
foreign equivalent. By touching the pronunciation icons, you can actually hear the English
and foreign pronunciations. Unfortunately, the
dictionary included with the Nuvi is a sample
dictionary with a limited number of entries.
You’ll have to access the Garmin website to
obtain a fully functional dictionary—at an additional cost!
If you need to do some routine computations,
you can touch the “calculator” icon and do some
quick addition, subtraction, multiplication or
division.

If you want to get an estimate of your vehicle’s
fuel economy when traveling to a particular
destination, you can touch the “ecoRoute™”
icon and enter the requested data (fuel type, estimated city mpg and highway mpg, fuel price
etc.). The Nuvi will then compute your vehicle’s
average fuel economy, carbon footprint and the
cost of the fuel consumed on the trip.

Final Thoughts. The Nuvi is an amazing piece of
equipment although I’m still learning how to efficiently use some of its features. For the most part,
however, it is relatively easy to use and its navigational performance in the situations I’ve encountered
has been flawless. As mentioned earlier, I’ve had
some problems updating the maps and I’m still not
certain why the plug in failed to install on my wife’s
computer. The only other problem I’ve experienced
is that the letters on the “QWERTY” keyboard are
fairly close together and I sometimes have trouble accurately entering addresses.
The original price of the Nuvi 765 T was around $480
but I’ve seen lower prices, including Costco’s current
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online special of $280. Many of the lower priced
GPS units made by Garmin and other manufacturers don’t have all of the Nuvi 765 T’s features, so if
you’re interested in purchasing a GPS unit, I’d advise
you to compare features and prices on the Internet
or checkout the current issue of Consumer Reports
magazine (September 2009), which compares ten of
the latest GPS units.

Where do you wanto to go today?

https://buy.garmin.com/shop/shop.
do?cID=275&pID=31541

This article has been obtained from APCUG with the
author’s permission for publication by APCUG member
groups; all other uses require the permission of the author
(see e-mail address above).
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Turn-by-turn directions plus a map



Display of the
included MP3
player

Opening the Nuvi 765

Real-tine updates of
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while enroute
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